
 
 

Adding Feedback Comments to a Grade 

Instructors can add comments and attach files to grades they have entered into Blackboard’s Grade Center. 
Students can review this information when viewing their grade’s details using the My Grades tool. 
 

Adding a Comment While Grading an Assignment or Test 

When you are grading or editing the grade of an assignment that has been collected online (i.e. Blackboard 
assignment etc.), you will have the option of adding a feedback comment to the grade through the form that 
is provided. 

1. On the GRADE CENTER page, mouse 
over the grade cell. A gray context 
arrow        will appear in the cell. Click 
the gray context arrow         and select 
VIEW GRADE DETAILS from the context 
menu. 
 

 

2. On the View Grade Details 
page, click the GRADE 
ATTEMPT button.   
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3. On the Grade Assignment page that 
appears, scroll down to the part of 
the form called “Feedback to User”.  
 
Here, you can add your comments in 
the textbox.   Assignments also allow 
you to attach a document using an 
“Attach File” tool. 

 

 

 

4. Click SAVE AND EXIT to post the grade with comments to the FULL GRADE CENTER. 
 

Using “Quick Comment” 
 
If you have already entered grades for a student, but would like a quick way of adding or revising some 
feedback to the grade, consider using the Quick Comment command from the grade cell’s context-menu. 

Once a grade has been entered for a student’s 
assignment, test, or discussion board 
contribution, you should see the “Quick 
Comment” option in the menu that pops up 
when you click a cell’s gray context arrow 
button         .  

 

When you select this option, a small pop-up 
form will appear where you can type feedback 
for the student and notes for yourself.  The 
feedback is added to the “View Grade Details” 
page associated with the assessment.  

This is faster for adding feedback and notes 
than selecting the “View Grade Details” option 
because you never leave the Full Grade Center.  

 

 


